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ABSTRACT
Reinforcement learning has shown much success in games such as chess, backgammon and Go
[1, 2, 3]. However, in most of these games, agents have full knowledge of the environment at
all times. In this paper, we describe a deep learning model that successfully optimizes its score
using reinforcement learning in a game with incomplete and imperfect information. We apply our
model to FlipIt [4], a two-player game in which both players, the attacker and the defender, compete
for ownership of a shared resource and only receive information on the current state (such as the
current owner of the resource, or the time since the opponent last moved, etc.) upon making a
move. Our model is a deep neural network combined with Q-learning and is trained to maximize
the defender’s time of ownership of the resource. Despite the imperfect observations, our model
successfully learns an optimal cost-effective counter-strategy and shows the advantages of the use
of deep reinforcement learning in game theoretic scenarios. Our results show that it outperforms
the Greedy strategy against distributions such as periodic and exponential distributions without any
prior knowledge of the opponent’s strategy, and we generalize the model to n-player games.
Keywords FlipIt · Deep Reinforcement Learning ·Machine Learning · Cybersecurity Games
1 Introduction
Game theory has been commonly used for modeling and solving security problems. When payoff matrices are known
by all parties, one can solve the game by calculating the Nash equilibria of the game and by playing one of the
corresponding mixed strategies to maximize its gain (or symmetrically, minimize its loss). However, the assumption
that the payoff is fully known by all players involved is often too strong to effectively model the type of situations that
arise in practice. It is therefore useful to consider the case of incomplete information and apply reinforcement learning
methods which are better suited to tackle the problem in these settings. In particular, we examine the two-player game
FlipIt [4] where an attacker and a defender compete over a shared resource and where agents deal with incomplete
observability. In this work, we train our model to estimate the opponent’s strategy and to learn the best-response to that
strategy. Since these estimations highly depend on the information the model gets throughout the game, the challenge
comes from the incomplete and imperfect information received on the state of the game. Our goal is for the adaptive
agents to adjust their strategies based on the observations of their opponents’ moves. Good FlipIt strategies will help
each player implement their optimal cost-effective schedule.
In this paper, we begin by presenting the motivation behind FlipIt and the previous studies related to the game. We
provide a description of the game framework, as well as its variants, and describe our approach to solving the game.
We present the results obtained by our model against basic renewal strategies and compare its performance to the
Greedy strategy. Then, we generalize the game to an n-player game and analyze the results. The last section of this
paper is an overview of the future work we would like to explore.
2 Motivation
The principal motivation for the game FlipIt is the rise of Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) [5, 6]. APTs are stealthy
and constant computer hacking processes which can compromise a system or a network security and remain undetected
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for an extended period of time. Such threats include host takeover and compromised security keys. For host takeover,
the goal of the attacker is to compromise the device, while the goal of the defender is to keep the device clean through
software re-installation or through other defensive precautions. Our goal is to find and implement a cost effective
schedule through reinforcement learning. In other words, we would like to learn effectively how often should the
defender clean the machines and when will the attacker launch its next attack. For compromised security keys, the
problem can similarly be formulated as finding a cost effective schedule. These applications can be modeled by the
two-player game FlipIt, in which players, attackers and defenders, vie for control of a shared resource that both players
wish to control. The resource could be a computing device or a password for example, depending on which APT is
being modeled.
3 Related Work
Although game theory models have been greatly applied to solve cybersecurity problems [7, 8, 9], studies mainly
focused on one-shot attacks of known types. FlipIt is the first model that characterizes the persistent and stealthy
properties of APTs and was first introduced by van Dijk et al [4]. In their paper, they analyze multiple instances of
the game with non-adaptive strategies and show the dominance of certain distributions against stealthy opponents.
They also show that the Greedy strategy is dominant over different distributions, such as periodic and exponential
distributions, but is not necessarily optimal. Different variants and extensions of the game have also been analyzed;
these include games with additional “insider” players trading information to the attacker for monetary gains [10, 11],
games with multiple resources [12] and games with different move types [13]. In all these variants, only non-adaptive
strategies have been considered and this limits the analysis of the game framework. Laszka et al. [14, 15] were the
only ones to propose a study of adaptive strategies in FlipIt, but this was done in a variant of the game where the
defender’s moves are non-stealthy and non-instantaneous.
Machine Learning (ML) has been commonly used in different cybersecurity problems such as fraud and malware
detection [16, 17], data-privacy protection [18] and cyber-physical attacks [19]. It has allowed the improvement of
attacking strategies that can overcome defensive ones, and vice-versa, it has allowed the development of better and
more robust defending strategies in order to prevent or minimize the impact of these attacks. Reinforcement Learning
(RL) is a particular branch in ML in which an agent interacts with an environment and learns from its own past
experience through exploration and exploitation without any prior or with limited knowledge of the environment.
RL and the development of deep learning have lead to the introduction of Deep Q-Networks (DQNs) to solve larger
and more complex games. DQNs were firstly introduced by Mnih et al. [20] and have since been commonly used for
solving games such as backgammon, the game of Go and Atari [3, 21, 22]. They combine deep learning and Q-learning
[23, 24] and are trained to learn the best action to perform in a particular state in terms of producing the maximum
future cumulative reward. Hence, with the ability of modeling autonomous agents that are capable of making optimal
sequential decisions, DQNs represent the perfect model to use in an adversarial environment such as FlipIt. Our paper
extends the research made in stealthy security games with the introduction of adaptive DQN-based strategies allowing
agents to learn a cost-effective schedule for defensive precautions in n-player FlipIt, all in real-time.
4 Game Environment
4.1 Framework
We first begin by introducing the players (i.e. agents) of the game. The agents take control of the resource by moving,
or by flipping. Flipping is the only move option available and each agent can flip at any time throughout the game. The
agents pay a certain move cost for each flip and are rewarded for time in possession of the resource. An interesting
aspect in FlipIt is that contrary to games like Backgammon and Go, agents do not take turn moving. A move can
be made at any time throughout the game and therefore an agent’s score highly depends on its opponent’s moves. In
addition, players have incomplete information about the game as they only find out about its current state (i.e. previous
moves, previous owners of the resource) when they flip. Each agent has several attributes such as the strategy it adopts,
the value rewarded per iteration and the cost per flip. For our purpose we have used the same reward and flip cost for
all agents, but our environment can be easily generalized in order to experiment with different rewards and costs for
both the attacker and defender. Agents also have some memory regarding the previous moves made by the players
in the game. Depending on the agent, different types of feedback may be obtained during the game. In the case of
non-adaptive agents, no feedback is obtained when they move. In the case of adaptive agents, the agent either finds
out about its opponent’s last move (LM), or finds out about the full history (FH) of flips made so far by all players.
The game evolves in either discrete or continuous time. In discrete time, an agent decides whether to flip or not at each
iteration depending on its strategy. In continuous time however, an agent decides on the next time to flip. It should
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be noted that it is more likely to obtain ties in discrete mode. Ties are broken by giving priority to the defender. In
continuous mode, there is a lower chance of obtaining ties, but in case they do happen, the same procedure is used.
Different stopping conditions have also been implemented. In finite games, we have a predetermined end time for the
game, a time that could be known by both players. If the end time is known, the game can be solved by backward
induction suggesting that the optimal play is to never flip in the hope of starting the game by being in control of the
resource. Another game type of interest is infinite games or games with unknown stopping. In order to simulate
infinite games, we select an end time from a geometric distribution with a user-defined parameter p. In continuous
time, we use the exponential distribution instead as it is the continuous analog of the geometric distribution. In both
cases, the end time variable is itself used as a stopping time and this allows us to simulate infinite games throughout
the experimental process. As p approaches 0, our randomly stopped game becomes closer to simulating an infinite
game while maintaining the time invariance (memorylessness property) of the infinite game.
In the following sections, we consider that the defender is the initial owner of the resource as it usually is the case with
security keys and other devices. All results presented were obtained in discrete and finite mode.
4.2 Extensions
So far, we mentioned that FlipIt is a two-player game. However, we extended the game to an n-player game by con-
sidering multiple attackers with or without a defender. A few other extensions of the game have also been discussed;
in the current version of the game, the only possible action is to flip. An interesting variation would be the addition of
a lower cost action, such as checking the state of the game instead of flipping. This would allow agents to obtain some
useful feedback on the current state of the game without moving and would allow them to plan their future moves
accordingly. Another possibility would be to analyze the game with probabilistic moves; for example, an action could
be successful only with some pre-defined probability p, and would fail with probability 1 − p. Finally, in the current
version of the game, agents can flip as many times as they wish. Adding an upper bound on the budget and limiting
the number of flips allowed per player would force players to flip efficiently throughout the game.
5 Renewal Games
5.1 Game Strategies
Now that we have defined our framework, we formulate a few different strategies agents can use in order to maximize
expected rewards. There are at least two properties we desire from a good strategy. First, we expect the strategy to
have some degree of unpredictability. A predictable strategy will be susceptible to exploitation, in that a malignant or
duplicitous opponent can strategically select flips according to the predictable flips of the agent. Second, we expect
a good strategy to space its flips efficiently. Intuitively, we can see that near simultaneous flips will waste valuable
resources without providing proportionate rewards. Such strategy exhibits poor spacing efficiency. Unfortunately,
these two properties are generally opposed to each other, and improving performance in one usually requires a loss in
the other. In the following sections we will describe the strategies studied and the properties they exhibit.
5.2 Renewal Strategies
A renewal process is a process which selects a renewal time from a probability distribution and repeats at each renewal.
For our purpose, a renewal is a flip and our renewal process is 1-dimensional with only a time dimension. In strict
definition, renewal processes should be independent from previous selections; however, for more advanced strategies
we can modify the concept of our renewal strategies to include probability distributions conditioned upon other flip
times or other game factors. With this extended formulation of renewal strategies, we can represent any strategy.
Now we will reexamine our desirable properties in a strategy in the context of renewal strategies. For a renewal
strategy, a strategy with the desired property of unpredictability should have a high variance, and a strategy with
efficient spacing should have a low variance. However, a high variance or a low variance is not sufficient to achieve
either of these properties since high variance strategies can sometimes be quite predictable (such as a bimodal strategy).
These variance requirements still demonstrate the necessary and unavoidable trade-off between these two desirable
properties. There are two basic strategy types (random exponential strategy and periodic strategy) that we will examine
in this paper as they both present different degrees of predictability and spacing efficiency. In Table [1], the strategies’
renewal distribution, predictability, spacing, parameters and expected time between two flips are all shown.
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Exponential Periodic
Parameters Rate λ Period p
Renewal Distribution nextFlip ∼ exp(p) nextFlip ∼ dirac(p)
Predictability memoryless, perfectly unpredictable deterministic, perfectly predictable
Spacing spacing random and inefficient spacing perfectly efficient
Expectation E[time] = λ−1 E[time] = p
Table 1: Basic game strategies and their properties
6 Methodology
6.1 Markov Decision Process
Our environment is defined as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). At each iteration, agents select an action from the
set of possible actions A. In FlipIt, the action space is restrained to two actions: to flip and not to flip. As previously
mentioned, agents do not always have a correct perception of the current state of the game. In Figure [1] we describe a
case where an agent plays with only partial observability. Let P1 be the blue agent and P2 be the red agent. Both play-
ers are considered LM. When P1 flips at iteration 1, it receives some information on its opponent’s last move which
was at iteration 0. However, it will never know of P2’s flip at iteration 2, since the only feedback it receives afterwards
is at iteration 6 and it concerns only the opponent’s last move which was at iteration 4. Hence, between iterations
1 and 6, P1 only has partial observation of the game state and imperfect information on the time it controls the resource.
player P1
player P2
Figure 1: Example of incomplete or imperfect observability by a player on the state of the game.
We define the immediate reward at each iteration based on the action executed as well as the owner of the resource at
the previous iteration. Let rit be the immediate reward received by agent i at time-step t. We have
rit = R · oit−1 − C · ait (1)
where R is the reward given for owning the resource, C is the flip cost, oit is 1 if agent i is the resource owner at
time-step t, 0 otherwise and ait is 1 if the action at time-step t is to flip, 0 otherwise. Let γ be the discount factor.
The discount factor determines the importance of future rewards, and in our environment, a correct action at some
time step t is not necessarily immediately rewarded. In fact, by having a flip cost higher than a flip reward, an agent
is penalized for flipping at the correct moment but is rewarded in future time-steps. This is why we set our discount
factor γ to be as large as possible, giving more importance to future rewards and making our agent aim for long term
high rewards instead of short-term ones.
6.2 Model Architecture
Q-learning is a reinforcement learning algorithm in which an agent or a group of agents try to learn the optimal policy
from their past experiences and interactions with an environment. These experiences are a sequence of state-action-
rewards. In its simplest form, Q-learning is a table of values for each state (row) and action (column) possible in the
environment. Given a current state, the algorithm estimates the value in each table cell, corresponding to how good it
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is to take this action in this particular state. At each iteration, an estimation is repeatedly made in order to improve the
estimations. This process continues until the agent arrives to a terminal state in the environment. This becomes quite
inefficient when we have a large number or an unknown number of states in an environment such as FlipIt. Therefore
in these situations, larger and more complex implementations of Q-learning have been introduced, in particular, Deep
Q-Networks (DQN). Deep Q-Networks were firstly introduced by Mnih et al. (2013) and have since been commonly
used for solving games. DQNs are trained to learn the best action to perform in a particular state in terms of producing
the maximum future cumulative reward and map state-action pairs to rewards. Our objective is to train our agent
such that its policy converges to the theoretical optimal policy that maximizes the future discounted rewards. In other
words, given a state s we want to find the optimal policy pi∗ that selects action a such that
a = argmax
a
[Qpi∗(s, a)] (2)
where Qpi∗(s, a) is the Q-value that corresponds to the overall expected reward, given the state-action pair (s, a). It is
defined by
Qpi∗(s, a) = Epi
[
rt + γrt+1 + γ
2rt+2 + ...+ γ
T−trT | st = s, at = a
]
where T is the length of the game. The Q-values are updated for each state and action using the following Bellman
equation
Qn(s, a) = Q(s, a) + α
[
R(s, a) + γmax
a′
Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)
]
where Qn(s, a) and Q(s, a) are the new and current Q-values for the state-action pair (s, a) respectively, R(s, a) is
the reward received for taking action a at state s, maxa′ Q(s′, a′) is the maximum expected future reward given the
new state s′ and all possible actions from state s′, α is the learning rate and γ the discount factor.
Our model architecture consists of 3 fully connected layers with the ReLU (rectified linear unit) activation function at
each layer. It is trained with Q-learning using the PyTorch framework [25] and optimized using the Adam optimizer
[26]. We use experience replay [27] memory to store the history of state transitions and rewards (i.e. experiences) and
sample mini-batches from the same experience replay to calculate the Q-values and update our model. The state of the
game that is given as input to the neural network corresponds to the agent’s current knowledge on the game, i.e. the
time passed since its last move and the time passed since its opponent’s last known move. The output corresponds to
the Q-values calculated for each action. We value exploration over exploitation and use an -Greedy algorithm such
that at each step a random action is selected with probability  and the action corresponding to the highest Q-value is
selected with probability 1− .  is initially set to 0.6, and is gradually reduced at each time step as the agent becomes
more confident at estimating Q-values.
7 Experimental Results
7.1 Basic Strategies
We trained our neural network to learn the opponent’s strategy and to optimally adapt to it. In the following exper-
iments, the reward received for being in control of the resource is set to 1 whereas the cost for flipping is set to 4.
The flip cost is purposely set to a higher value than the reward in order to discourage the DQN from flipping at each
iteration. Finally, our DQN agent is considered to be LM.
We begin by opposing our DQN to a periodic agent (PA). The final scores obtained at each game by the defender
(DQN) and the attacker (playing with a period of 50) as well as the moving average score are plotted in Figure [2a]. In
general, the optimal strategy against any periodic strategy can be easily found. Since the defender has priority when
both players flip, the optimal strategy would be to adopt the same periodic strategy as the opponent’s as it maximizes
its final score when the period is greater than the flip cost. As shown in Figure [2a], the DQN’s score converges
to its maximum possible score. In Figure [2b], we plot the average scores of both players after the convergence of
their scores with regards to the opponent’s strategy period. The opponent strategy periods range from 10 to 100 with
increments of 10. Clearly, the shorter the period between two flips, the lower the average reward is since the optimal
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strategy suggests flipping more often. Moreover, our model outperforms any periodic opponent and successfully
optimizes its score throughout the game.
(a) DQNA against a Periodic Agent (with period = 50) (b) Average rewards after convergence of DQNA against Peri-
odic Agents
Figure 2: Results obtained when opposing DQNA against a Periodic Agent
We run the same experiments against different agents, in particular, the periodic agent with a random phase (PAwRP)
and the exponential agent (EA). The results are plotted in Figures [3a, 3b]. Once more, we plot the average score after
convergence of both players with regards to the opponent’s strategy parameters to showcase the performance of the
DQN against a range of strategies. It is important to note that it becomes harder to predict an EA’s flip times since the
spacing between two consecutive flips is random, and yet our model develops a dominant strategy able to outperform
its opponent. In this case, the opponent’s flips do not affect the strategy of the DQN agent; the state of the game is
therefore reduced to the time since it last flipped and the time left in the game. In all these experiments, the DQN’s
final score increases significantly over time and converges towards the maximum possible score suggesting that the
model learns the optimal counter-strategy.
(a) DQNA against Periodic Agents (with a random phase) (b) DQNA against Exponential Agents
Figure 3: Average rewards after convergence of DQNA
The ultimate goal in FlipIt is to control the resource for the maximum possible time while optimizing the score.
Without the second constraint, a “good” strategy would be to flip at each iteration to ensure the control of the resource
throughout the game. So far, we have looked at strategies with an expected interval time between two actions to be
greater than the flip cost and we have seen that the DQN is able to learn an optimal strategy in these cases. However,
when playing against an opponent that we name active agent (AA) with an expected interval that is smaller than the
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flip cost, we expect our adaptive agent to adopt the same behavior as its opponent to prevent it from taking control of
the resource. This is not the case as illustrated in Figure [4]; when opposing the DQN to PAs with respective periods
λ = 3 and λ = 4, the DQN’s optimal strategy is to never flip as it is the only strategy that results in the maximum
score in this scenario. The DQN’s score increases over time until it reaches a final score of 0, and the excessive flips
from the opponent forces the DQN to “drop out” of the game. This is an interesting behavior as it shows a way of
forcing an opponent to drop out of the game.
Figure 4: Examples of a “drop out” behavior
We would like to further explore this behavior and the ways to integrate it in a game where probabilistic moves or
changes of strategy at any point throughout the game would be allowed.
7.2 Greedy Strategy
We have implemented the Greedy strategy as described in van Dijk et al. [4]. The Greedy strategy opts to maximize
the agent’s local reward. More specifically, an agent adopting the Greedy strategy is LM and receives information on
the time δ passed since its opponent’s last move. With δ and the probability density f0 of the opponent’s strategy given
as inputs, the Greedy strategy outputs the time interval until its next move maximizing its local benefit.
(a) Greedy Agent against PA with respective periods λ = 50 and λ = 25
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(b) Greedy Agent against EA with respective parameters λ = 0.05 and λ = 0.04
Figure 5: Average scores obtained by the Greedy Agent against Periodic and Exponential Agents over 100 games.
We ran simulations of 2-player games opposing the Greedy strategy to periodic and exponential renewal strategies.
The final scores obtained at each game (divided by the game length) are plotted in Figure [5]. Despite not having any
information on its opponent’s strategy, the DQN outperforms the Greedy strategy against these renewal strategies and
converges to a higher final score. On average, Greedy dominates the renewal strategies. However, it is far from the
optimal play and when opposed to unpredictable agents such as EAs, final scores highly vary from one iteration to
another.
7.3 n-Player Games
Figure 6: DQNA against two Periodic Agents
As previously stated, we extended the game to an n-player game opposing different attackers. The only difference in
n-player games is the state of the game observed by the DQN agent. It corresponds to the agent’s knowledge of the
game and therefore to all of its opponent’s last known moves which are learnt upon flipping. Hence, the state size
increases with n and is given as an input to the neural network. We begin by testing our model in a rather “easy”
game setting; we oppose our DQN to two periodic agents with periods λ = 20 and λ = 50 keeping the opponents’
flips somewhat well spaced. Hypothetically, this scenario would be equivalent to playing against only one agent with
a combination of these two strategies as these two overlap on most iterations. The results are shown in Figure [6].
We run multiple simulations of 2, 3 and 4-player FlipIt to analyze the variance of the reward; the DQN is opposed to
agents (PAs, PAwRPs, EAs) with strategies chosen at random. The opponents’ parameters are chosen such that the
combination of their strategy has an average move rate ranging from 0.01 to 0.1. We plot the average rewards obtained
by the DQN in Figure [7a], showing how the average reward varies depending on number of players in the game and
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the opponents’ move rates. Clearly, the average reward decreases as the move rate and the number of players increase
and this can be explained by the fact that when playing against multiple agents with high move rates, the interval
between two consecutive flips becomes smaller and pushes the DQN to flip more often. It is also due to the fact that
short intervals between flips increase the risk of flipping at an incorrect iteration and penalize the DQN; as a matter
of fact, the worst-case scenario (flipping one iteration before the opponents) is only one shift away from the optimal
strategy (flipping at the same time as the opponents). Nevertheless in all the game simulations, not only does the DQN
achieve a higher score than all of its opponents but it also drives its opponents to negative scores penalizing them at
each action decision as shown in Figure [7b]. For clarity, only the maximum score out of the n opponents scores is
shown when the number of opponents is greater than 1.
(a) Average rewards achieved by the DQN depending on
the number of players and opponent’s move rates
(b) Maximum average reward achieved by an opponent
depending on the number of players and opponent’s move rates
Figure 7: Results obtained when opposing DQNA against a different number of agents of different types
8 Conclusion
Cyber and real-world security threats often present incomplete or imperfect state information. We believe our frame-
work is well equipped to handle the noisy information and to learn the optimal counter-strategy and adapt to different
classes of opponents for the game FlipIt, even under partial observability. Such strategies can be applied to optimally
schedule key changes to network security amongst many other potential applications. We intend on pursuing this
project to analyze the use of reinforcement learning in different variants of the game, including larger action-spaced
games and games with probabilistic moves. We would also like to adapt our model to prevent the DQN from dropping
out of the game when playing against any AA. Furthermore, in our current n-player setting, each agent is individually
competing against all other agents. Instead of players, we would like to include teams of players and use our model to
find and learn different strategies designed to allow agents from a same team to cooperate and coordinate in order to
outplay the opposing player or team.
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